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ABSTRACT

Observation of robust hot carrier effects in quantum-well structures has prompted hopes to increase the efficiency of solar cells beyond the
Shockley–Queisser limit (33% for single junction solar cells at AM1.5G). One of the main studies in hot carrier effects is the determination
of carrier temperature, which provides information on the thermalization mechanisms of hot carriers in semiconductor materials. Here, we
investigate the spatial distribution of photo-generated hot carriers in a InGaAs multi-quantum-well structure via hyperspectral luminescence
imaging. We discuss proper methods of extracting the temperature of carriers from a photoluminescence spectrum. Robust hot carrier
effects are observed at the center of the laser spot at various lattice temperatures. In addition, it is seen that the local carrier temperature
scales linearly with the local laser intensity as long as the illumination exceeds a threshold power; the carrier temperature at regions with
local intensities below the threshold drops to the lattice temperature, i.e., experiences no hot carrier effects. Moreover, at large distances
from the concentrated light, where the level of illumination is negligible, evidence of carrier radiative recombination is observed, which is
attributed to carrier diffusion in the planar structure. The results of this study can be applied to investigate the influence of carrier diffusion
and thermoelectric effects on the thermalization of hot carriers.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0022277

I. INTRODUCTION

Extraction of photo-generated hot carriers in single junction
solar cells can boost the efficiency of these devices beyond their
fundamental limit (33%, known as the Shockley–Queisser limit).1

This mechanism is the basis for hot carrier solar cell technology,
which offers an efficiency enhancement up to �67% under one sun
illumination for single junction photovoltaic devices.1

Absorption of high energy photons, larger than semiconduc-
tor bandgaps, creates electron–hole pairs with temperatures larger
than those of the crystal lattice. This process is followed by a fast

relaxation of hot carriers to the band edge of the semiconductor,
known as a thermalization mechanism.1–3 In most types of semi-
conductors, this process occurs in the order of a few picoseconds
(ps), and the energy loss due to heat dissipation in thermalization
mechanisms limits the power conversion efficiency of solar cells.3

However, it is possible to harness the excess kinetic energy of hot
carriers and to improve the efficiency of solar cells by (1) reducing
the rate of thermalization and (2) extracting the hot carriers quickly
before they thermalize.4,5 Different approaches, such as nanostruc-
tured materials,6–10 phononic engineering,11–13 and intervalley
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scattering,14,15 have been proposed to reduce the thermalization rate
of hot carriers and to increase the efficiency of hot carrier solar cells.

Determining the temperature of carriers in semiconductors
provides rich information about hot carriers in these materials.
Experimentally, the temperature of hot carriers has been deter-
mined using various experiments, such as ultrafast pump-probe
spectroscopy,16–18 spontaneous photoemission spectroscopy,19 and
electrical measurements.20,21 One widely used technique is steady
state photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, which can determine
the optical properties of semiconductors, as well as the thermody-
namic properties of emitting particles, such as temperatures and
quasi-Fermi level splitting.22–26 By fitting a PL spectrum with the
generalized Planck’s law, the temperature of emitting particles can
be found. In this analysis, it is required to have information about
the absorptivity of the sample, which is an energy dependent
parameter. In one widely used technique, the carrier temperature is
determined in the range of energies where the absorptivity is cons-
tant, known as the linear fitting method.2 However, if the absorp-
tivity changes above the bandgap energy, which is the case for
nanostructured materials, the temperature extracted by the linear
fitting may be inaccurate.27

There are important questions about hot carrier effects in
quantum-well (QW) structures, such as how they depend on lattice
temperature and excitation power. In this work, we report experi-
mental investigations of these questions based on hyperspectral lumi-
nescence imaging, which allows for an effective power-dependent
measurement in a single shot. Through these experiments, spatial
and energy distributions of hot carriers in a InGaAs multi-
quantum-well (MQW) structure are investigated. The schematic of
the hyperspectral system and an image of PL emission by the
MQW structure are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.
With hyperspectral imaging, it is possible to have access to PL
spectra emitted by different regions of the sample and, therefore, to
determine the temperature of hot carriers across the sample.
Emitted PL spectra by the InGaAs MQW structure at various dis-
tances from the center of the laser spot are plotted in Fig. 1(c).
The graph indicates that there is a change in the PL spectra with
the distance from the center of the concentrated laser (Δx ¼ 0 μm).
In Sec. II, we present fitting methods to accurately determine the
temperature of carriers from the PL spectrum. In Sec. III, we
discuss how photo-generated hot carriers are distributed spatially
across the MQW structure. In addition, the correlation between
local laser excitation and the temperature of hot carriers in the
sample is discussed. Finally, we discuss how the threshold power
for the creation of a stabilized hot carrier distribution can be deter-
mined by hyperspectral luminescence imaging.

II. DETERMINATION OF THE CARRIER TEMPERATURE

PL emission in semiconductors can be applied to determine
the temperature “T” and the quasi-Fermi level splitting “Δμ” of
emitting particles. These parameters are found by fitting an
emitted PL spectrum with the generalized Planck’s law. This equa-
tion is described by2,24,26

IPL(E) ¼ 2πA(E)E2

h3c2
exp

E � Δμ

kBT

� �
� 1

� ��1

, (1)

where “IPL” is the PL intensity, “A” the absorptivity of the sample,
“h” Planck’s constant, “kB” Boltzmann’s constant, and “c” the speed
of light. After photo-absorption in semiconductors, electrons and
holes in the conduction and valence bands, respectively, distribute
energy among each other via carrier–carrier scattering and achieve
a state of quasi-thermal equilibrium (or non-equilibrium).28

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the hyperspectral imager setup. (b) PL map of the
InGaAs MQW structure at 300 K registered by the hyperspectral imager. The
red marks show the selected regions where their PL spectra are plotted in the
next panel. (c) PL spectra at various distances from the center of the laser (or
PL) spot, taken from the PL map in panel (b).
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Therefore, carriers in each band are at thermal equilibrium but not
with carriers in the other band and the lattice. This effect is due to
the fast carrier–carrier scattering relative to carrier–phonon interac-
tions and carrier recombination.3 In this condition, there are two dis-
tinct Fermi levels and temperatures associated with electrons and
holes in the system, which define their thermodynamic properties in
each band.28,29 In Eq. (1), Δμ refers to the energy separation between
the quasi-Fermi levels of electrons and holes in the semiconductor
and T is the average temperature of electrons and holes.

The simulation result of Eq. (1) for a semiconductor with a
bandgap energy of 0.78 eV is plotted in Fig. 2(a). In this simulation,
only radiative recombination associated with one band-to-band
transition (from the bottom of the conduction band to the top of
the valence band) is considered. As shown in the semi-logarithmic
graph of Fig. 2(a), the PL intensity increases with the photon
energy up to the bandgap of the semiconductor and then decreases
linearly.

As indicated in Eq. (1), there are three energy-dependent
terms in the generalized Planck’s law, and their behaviors as a
function of energy are plotted in Fig. 2(b). It is observed that the
natural logarithm of the absorptivity and the exponential term, the
exponent of which is inversely proportional to the carrier tempera-
ture, has large contributions below and above the bandgap energy
(0.78 eV), respectively. In addition, the contribution of “ln (E2)” is
large only at low energy values; however, its variation becomes neg-
ligible at higher energy values (E . 0:7 eV). Figure 2(b) indicates
that it is valid to estimate the carrier temperature by applying a
linear fitting at energy ranges far from the bandgap where the
absorptivity remains relatively constant. This simple analysis is a
common technique for the determination of the carrier tempera-
ture. However, this analysis can make a good estimate of the carrier
temperature only if the linear fit is applied in the energy range
where the absorptivity is constant.

To investigate hot carrier effects in the InGaAs MQW
structure, continuous wave PL spectroscopy is performed. The InP
lattice-matched MQW structure consists of five un-doped
In0:53Ga0:47As QWs (5.5 nm thick) and In0:8Ga0:2As0:44P0:56 barri-
ers (10 nm thick). InP cladding layers are grown at the top and
bottom of the MQW structure to accumulate photo-generated car-
riers within the active region. The schematic and the band energy
diagram of the sample are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respec-
tively. The red dotted lines within the QWs indicate the positions
of discrete energy levels created by quantum confinement effects.

Figure 4(a) shows PL spectra emitted by the MQW structure
at 300 K under various excitation powers of a 405 nm laser diode.
In this measurement, the energy of incident photons on the sample
is larger than the bandgap energy of the QW (0.78 eV) and the
barrier (1.13 eV) materials. Due to the existence of discrete energy
levels within the MQW structure, multiple features associated with
the occupation of excited states are observed at the high energy
side of the PL spectra; see Fig. 4(a). This effect is more evident
when the energy separation of the quantized levels is smaller than
, kBTL (TL is the lattice temperature). As a result, when photo-
generated carriers receive enough thermal energy (under high illu-
mination and/or at elevated lattice temperatures), the probability of
occupation of the excited states becomes larger and, consequently,
stronger PL emission is observed from these states. This effect

changes the shape of PL spectra and adds complications to the
carrier temperature determination.

The red dashed lines in Fig. 4(a) indicate the range of energies
where the carrier temperatures are found by the linear fitting
method. The determination of the carrier temperature in nano-
structured materials by this common technique can be challenging
and may lead to erroneous results.27,30,31 In addition, depending
upon the range of energies to which the linear fitting is applied,
extracted carrier temperatures will be different. This effect is associ-
ated with their absorptivity, which has an energy-dependent behav-
ior above the bandgap. Therefore, the extraction of the carrier

FIG. 2. (a) Theoretical simulation of a PL spectrum emitted by a semiconductor
with a bandgap energy of 0.78 eV. (b) The contribution of energy-dependent
terms in the generalized Planck’s equation.
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temperature in these materials requires taking into account their
absorptivity and multiple optical transitions from their quantized
energy levels.

The second method of determining the carrier temperature,
which is more accurate than the linear fitting technique, is to fit the
full PL spectrum with Eq. (1). This method requires to know the
optical transitions in the system and to build an absorptivity model
“A(E).” This comprehensive fitting method provides a more accu-
rate estimate of the temperature and the quasi-Fermi level splitting
of carriers in the system.8,27 In addition, in the full fitting of the PL
spectrum, it is possible to include the band filling effect, which
occurs under high illumination, and to determine separate temper-
atures for electrons and holes.8,26

At intense excitation powers, when the quasi-Fermi level split-
ting is equal to or greater than the bandgap, (Δμ � εg), available

states at the band edge of the semiconductor become saturated and
then carriers occupy higher energy levels within the band.32,33

In this condition, the absorption of the system shifts to higher
energy values as a function of the absorbed power, known as band
filling or the Moss–Burstein effect.34,35 Therefore, in order to deter-
mine the thermodynamic properties of the emitting particles from
their PL spectrum, it is required to fit the entire PL spectrum by
solving the Fermi–Dirac integral in Eq. (1).36

In the full fitting of the PL spectrum, the contribution of
optical transitions from discrete energy levels is included in the
absorptivity model, as given by26,37

A(E) ¼ 1� R(E)½ � � 1� exp � αwdw þ αbdb½ �ð Þ½ �, (2)

where “R” is reflectivity, “d” the absorber thickness, and “α” the
absorption coefficient of the sample. The indices “w” and “b” rep-
resent the QW and the barrier materials, respectively. The accurate
description of the absorptivity can imbed several features, which
are included in its absorption coefficients, such as the energy, the
linewidth, and the amplitude of optical transitions.26,37 The absorp-
tion coefficient “αw0” of the MQW structure is determined by8,37,38

αw0(E) ¼ ax � exp � (E � Ex)
2

2Γ2
x

� �

þ
Xn
i¼1

ai � 1

1þ exp � E�Ei
Γi

� � � 2

1þ exp �2π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ry

E�Eij j
q� � , (3)

and the absorption coefficient “αb0” of the barrier material is

αb0(E) ¼ ab � 1

1þ exp � E�Eb
Γb

� � , (4)

where “a,” “E,” and “Γ” are the amplitude, the energy, and the line-
width broadening of the absorption coefficient, respectively. “Ry” is
the effective Rydberg energy of the material, i.e., the exciton
binding energy (Ei ¼ Ry þ Ex). The first term in Eq. (3), repre-
sented by the index “x,” describes an optical transition due to exci-
tons in the QW structure, which has a large contribution around
the quantized energy levels. The second term in Eq. (3) refers to
multiple (i ¼ 1, . . . , n) band-to-band radiative recombination
mechanisms from discrete energy levels in the QW structure mul-
tiplied by a Sommerfeld factor (associated with Coulomb interac-
tions between electrons and holes).39 Here, the absorption
coefficient of the InGaAs MQW is modeled by one excitonic and
three (i ¼ 1, 2, 3) band-to-band transitions (the Sommerfeld
factor is only considered for the first transition, i ¼ 1, to simplify
the analysis). The band filling effect in the MQW structure is
described by8,40

α

α0
¼ f ev � f ec ¼

sinh E�Δμ
2kBT

� �

cosh E�Δμ
2kBT

� �
þ cosh mh�me

mhþme
� E�Eg
2kBT

� D
4 ln

mh
me

� �h i ,
(5)

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic and (b) the band energy diagram of the InGaAs MQW
structure at 300 K.
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where “f ev ” and “f ec ” are the Fermi–Dirac distributions of elec-
trons in the valence band and the conduction band, respectively.
“D” refers to the dimensionality of the system (D ¼ 2 for QW
structures and D ¼ 3 for bulk semiconductors). “mh” and “me”
in Eq. (6) are the effective mass of holes and electrons,
respectively.

Figure 4(b) shows the results of the full PL fitting on the same
PL spectra as Fig. 4(a). Although there are multiple (17) variables
in the absorptivity model [Eqs. (2)–(6)] and the generalized
Planck’s law [Eq. (1)], it is possible to identify them by fitting the

equations with PL spectra emitted at various excitation powers. It is
seen that there is a good agreement between the experimental and
the fitting results; see Fig. 4(b). Through this fitting, it is possible to
determine the temperature and the quasi-Fermi level splitting of
hot carriers in the MQW structure.

Although the full fitting method improves the accuracy of the
results, its analysis can be slow and complicated depending upon
the nanostructured design. In addition, this technique requires cali-
bration methods in order to determine the absolute number of
photon flux emitted by the sample (intensity calibration) and to

FIG. 4. PL spectra at 300 K under various intensities analyzed by (a) the linear fitting, (b) the full PL spectrum fitting, and (c) the PL ratio method. The inset of figure (c)
shows the reference PL spectrum emitted from a region 15 μm from the laser spot under low excitation. (d) The comparison of the temperature difference (ΔT ) determined
from the three methods vs the absorbed power density.
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remove the optical artifacts imposed by optical characterization
devices (spectral calibration).

Another approach for determining the temperature of carriers
in semiconductors is to find the ratio between two emitted PL
spectra, which have the same absorptivity. With this technique, it is
possible to remove the absorptivity term (as well as E2) and to
avoid its complexity in the analysis. The PL ratio method is
described by

ln
In
Iref

(E)

� �
� μn

kBTn
� μref
kBTref

� �
� 1

kBTn
� 1
kBTref

� �
� E, (6)

where the index “ref” is associated with a reference PL spectrum
with a well-defined carrier temperature and the index “n” refers to
the PL spectrum with an unknown “T” and “μ.” This analysis is
valid under the Boltzmann approximation where the exponential
term in Eq. (1) is much larger than unity [exp(E � Δμ=kBT) � 1].
It is possible to verify the validation of this approximation via
determining n=NC and p=NV whose values must be less than unity
(,1). Here,”n” and “p” are the density of photo-generated electrons
and holes in the semiconductor, and “NC” and “NV” are effective
density states in the conduction and valence bands, respectively.
Equivalently, this condition implies that the density of photo-
generated electrons (and holes) is much smaller than the effective
density of states in the conduction band (and in the valence band).
In addition, the absorptivity of both PL spectra must be the same,
which is the case when there is no change in the lattice temperature
and the band filling effect is negligible.

The PL ratio method is more accurate than the linear fitting
and less complex compared with the full fitting of the PL spectrum.
Therefore, it is possible to apply this technique for nanostructured
materials with discrete energy levels. In addition, this analysis does
not require any calibration procedures; optical artifacts and/or par-
asitic absorptions imposed by optical characterization devices are
eliminated by taking the ratio of the PL spectra.

The PL ratio method, however, requires a reference PL
spectrum with a well-defined carrier temperature. Determining a
correct reference spectrum is essential in this technique because it
influences both the absolute value and the gradient of the change
in the carrier temperature. One way to find a reference spectrum is
to excite the sample under a low illumination light whose intensity
is below the threshold power for the creation of a stabilized hot
carrier distribution. Therefore, the temperature of emitting particles
remains the same as the lattice temperature. One problem with this
method is the low signal-to-noise ratio of the registered PL spec-
trum, which may add uncertainties to the results. Another techni-
que is to find a reference spectrum via hyperspectral images.
As shown in Fig. 1(b), it is possible to have access to PL spectra in
regions far from the center of the laser spot (larger than the diffu-
sion lengths of hot carriers41). Therefore, particles in these regions
are in thermal equilibrium with the lattice (ΔT ¼ 0 K; the temper-
ature difference between carriers and the lattice) and their emitted
PL spectra have a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for data analysis.

The results of the PL ratio method applied on the PL spectra
of the InGaAs MQW structure are shown in Fig. 4(c). The inset of
this graph indicates the reference PL spectrum considered for the

analysis. The reference PL spectrum is registered by the hyperspec-
tral luminescence imager, and it is emitted from a region 15 μm
away from the center of the laser spot with a low excitation power.
The solid pink lines in Fig. 4(c) indicate the range of energies
where the slopes are extracted. The carrier temperatures are calcu-
lated by

Tn ¼ Tref

1� kBTref � (slope)
: (7)

The results of the power-dependent carrier temperature, deter-
mined by various fitting methods, are plotted in Fig. 4(d). It is seen
that the linear fitting method indicates higher values for the carrier
temperature than the other methods (almost twice as much as
them). In addition, ΔT never reaches zero, even at low excitation
powers (ΔT ¼ 150 K at the lowest intensity!). This effect indicates
that there are always stabilized hot carrier distributions in the
sample regardless of the level of illumination. This result cannot be
correct because at this condition, the excitation power is not suffi-
cient to create such a robust hot carrier distribution. This is an
example of how the common method (linear fitting) to extract the
carrier temperature can give erroneous results.

The results of the carrier temperature determined by the PL
ratio and the full fitting are in good agreement with each other,
and their differences can come from the assumptions applied
for the absorptivity model. One source of error in the PL
ratio method is the band filling effect, which occurs at high
excitation powers. Notably, the results of both methods indicate
that at low excitation powers, hot carrier effects are weak
(ΔT ! 0). By increasing the excitation power, there is an
increase in ΔT , which is indicative of stronger hot carrier effects
in the system.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The spatial distribution of hot carriers in the MQW structure
is investigated via hyperspectral luminescence imaging. With 3D
images provided by this technique, it is possible to have access to
the PL spectra emitted by different regions of the sample, and by
analyzing these spectra, one can study hot carrier effects across the
sample. In addition, due to the large collection area of the hyper-
spectral imager, the effects of local laser excitation and charge dif-
fusion in the planar structure can be investigated. Therefore, it is
possible to study the effects of hot carriers due to the local laser
excitation, similar to a power-dependent experiment, in a single
measurement.

Figure 5(a) illustrates the PL spectra emitted by the InGaAs
MQW structure at various lattice temperatures (from 80 K to
300 K) excited by the 405 nm laser diode with a power density of
630W/cm2. At elevated lattice temperatures, the PL peak position
shifts to lower energies due to the expansion of the crystal lattice.42

In addition, there is an increase in the PL linewidth broadening as
a function of lattice temperature. This behavior is attributed to a
combination of the occupation of excited states and enhanced hot
carrier effects in the MQW structure.31,43

Figure 5(b) shows the distribution of ΔT(x) determined from
the PL ratio method as a function of distance from the center of
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the laser spot. It is observed that ΔT is maximized at the center
(Δx ¼ 0 μm), and then it decreases at larger distances. In addition,
it is seen that at around �40 μm from the center of excitation, ΔT
becomes zero, indicating that photo-generated carriers are
completely thermalized at this distance.

Figure 5(b) indicates that there is an increase in ΔT as a func-
tion of lattice temperature, which is significant for hot carrier solar
cell applications. The origin of this unusual behavior in the InGaAs
MQW structure is still under investigation. In semiconductors, the
density of phonons increases with the lattice temperature; therefore,
thermalization of hot carriers via phonon-mediated channels

becomes more probable. In other words, ΔT is expected to be
smaller at elevated lattice temperatures.7

In Fig. 5(c), the normalized ΔT with respect to the maximum
values at each lattice temperature is plotted as a function of the
distance from the laser spot. In addition, the normalized spatial
distributions of the laser (black) and the PL emission (dark green)
at 80 K are plotted in Fig. 5(c). Due to the similarity among the
spatial distribution of PL emission at various lattice temperatures,
the one at 80 K is shown in Fig. 5(c). The laser distribution is
Gaussian with the intensity at the center of 354.5W/cm2 and the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 50 μm.

FIG. 5. (a) Temperature-dependent PL spectra emitted from the center of the laser spot. (b) ΔT vs distance at various lattice temperatures. (c) Normalized ΔT (colorful
symbols) and normalized intensity [laser (black line) and PL (dark green line)] as a function of distance from the laser spot. (d) Normalized ΔT at 160 K vs normalized
laser intensity.
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Figure 5(c) indicates that ΔT (x) is proportional to the local
excitation intensity “I(x).” It follows the spatial distribution of the
laser profile, rather than the PL distribution, up to a certain dis-
tance, and then there is a discrepancy. In addition, Fig. 5(c) shows
that at large distances from the center (Δx . 90 μm) where the
local laser intensity is negligible, there is still a considerable radia-
tive recombination intensity by photo-generated carriers. This
effect is associated with the diffusion of carriers in the planar struc-
ture due to the gradient in the charge density, which makes them
move and recombine at a position different from where they are
generated.44,45

As shown in Fig. 5(c), the change in ΔT as a function of dis-
tance follows the spatial distribution of the laser up to �35 μm;
beyond, the magnitude of ΔT quickly drops to zero. This effect
indicates that above (Δx . 35 μm) the local laser intensity is not
sufficient to create a stabilized hot carrier population in the MQW
structure. Therefore, it is possible to determine the threshold power
(Pthreshold ¼ 95 W/cm2) for the generation of non-equilibrium hot
carriers in the sample.

The relationship between the normalized ΔT and the normal-
ized laser intensity is shown in Fig. 5(d). Due to the similarity in
the FWHM of the spatial distribution of the normalized ΔT at
various lattice temperatures, the results at 160 K are plotted in
Fig. 5(d). It is seen that up to about 15% of the total power of the
laser, no significant distribution of hot carriers exists in the system
(ΔT ¼ 0). This effect is attributed to an insufficient laser intensity
for the generation of hot carriers in the MQW structure. By
increasing the local laser intensity (or moving toward the laser
spot), evidence of hot carrier effects is observed in the sample. As
shown in Fig. 5(d), there is a linear dependence between ΔT and
the laser intensity, especially at higher local intensities (normalized
intensity . 0:5). However, it is seen that the variation of ΔT as a
function of intensity decreases at higher local illuminations. This
effect can be attributed to energy dissipation by hot carrier trans-
port from the center of the laser spot, with a high carrier density,
to surrounding areas with lower densities and temperatures.41 As a
result, the local density of photo-generated hot carriers decreases,
which can reduce the average temperature of carriers near the
center spot.6 The effects of the size of the laser spot on the hot
carrier diffusion and the thermalization coefficient in the MQW
structure will be discussed elsewhere.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, different fitting methods are presented to deter-
mine the temperature of carriers from the PL spectrum. It is shown
that the extraction of the carrier temperature by the linear fitting
can lead to inaccurate results, especially for nanostructured materi-
als. We discuss the conditions under which the PL ratio method
can be applied, as an alternative approach, instead of the full PL
spectrum fitting, which is a more accurate but more complicated
technique.

The spatial distribution of hot carriers in the InGaAs MQW
structure is investigated at various lattice temperatures. It is
observed that there is an increase in ΔT as a function of lattice tem-
perature, which indicates that at elevated temperatures, the ther-
malization of hot carriers is not the dominant mechanism in the

system. In addition, a linear dependence between ΔT(x) and the
local laser intensity is seen above the threshold power. Moreover, it
is observed that ΔT(x) reduces at larger distances from the laser
spot, and above Δx . 40 μm, no evidence of a hot carrier distribu-
tion exists in the MQW structure. Finally, it is seen that at very
large distances from the concentrated laser (Δx . 90 μm) where
the level of illumination is low, there is still considerable PL emis-
sion (or radiative recombination) by the sample. This effect is
attributed to the diffusion of photo-generated carriers in the planar
structure due to the gradient in the charge density.
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